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Abstract
The cosmological propagation of tensor perturbations is studied in the context of parity-
violating extensions of the symmetric teleparallel equivalent of General Relativity theory. This
non-Riemannian formulation allows for a wider variety of consistent extensions than the metric
formulation of gravity theory. It is found that while many of the possible quadratic terms do not
influence the propagation of the gravitational waves, a generic modification predicts a signature
that distinguishes the left- and right-handed circular polarizations. The parameters of such modi-
fications can be constrained stringently because the propagation speed of the gravitational waves
is scale-dependent and differs from the speed of light.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A new era of observational physics is flourishing with the discovery of gravitational
waves (GW) at the LIGO detector [1]. These waves are becoming an increasingly im-
portant probe of the universe and its dynamics. One of the interesting applications of the
GW170817/GRB170817A and further such data is its use to constrain the theory of gravity.
In particular, the propagation speed of GW has been measured quite precisely by com-
paring the arrival times between the gravitational signal from the merger of neutron stars
and a short gamma-ray burst of high-energy photons. Therefore, modified gravity models
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which predict appreciable differences between the propagation speed of GW and the speed
of light can now be ruled out. As a result, we can now exclude a large class of scalar-tensor
models as a means of explaining the acceleration of cosmic expansion [2, 3]. A plethora of
other types of modified gravity models have been proposed [4] and the emerging new field
of multi-messenger GW astronomy offers a variety of experimental probes, in addition to
propagation speed, which can be used to test such models [5, 6].
In this paper we are interested in constraining violations of parity in the gravitational
sector with the physics of GW. Parity violations feature often in considerations of quantum
gravity [7, 8] and unification of gravity with the particle interactions [9, 10]. Regarding
observational constraints on parity-violating gravity, the case of a primordial spectrum of
GW [11] produced at inflation would be difficult to detect from the angular spectrum [12], but
in principle there are models whose predictions could be tested using correlations of spectra
and higher order spectra [13–15]. The direct detections of GW offer new possibilities. For
example, in an axiverse-motivated scenario, if a parametric resonance occurs due to coherent
axion oscillations, the circular polarization of GW induced by the Chern-Simons coupling
could become detectable [16]. Recently, the propagation of GW was considered in a generic
parity-violating metric gravity theory [17]. The conclusion was that unless the theory is
reduced to the special case of the Chern-Simons coupling, the propagation speed of GW
is modified and therefore such parity-violating corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert term are
stringently constrained.
Due to the higher-order property of the Riemann curvature, the Einstein-Hilbert action
hides second derivatives and its generalisations are severely restricted. Combining this Rie-
mannian formulation with the metric teleparallel [18] and the symmetric teleparallel [19]
equivalents of General Relativity forms the Geometric Trinity [4]. The latter two formu-
lations appear to provide a more flexible framework for generalisations, since their action
principles feature only first derivatives. Taking the coincident General Relativity [20] as the
starting point, we consider parity violations in terms of non-metricity. As the non-metricity
tensor is first order in derivatives, there is in principle an infinite number of terms one could
consider without resorting to higher derivatives. However, in this paper we shall explore only
the effect of generic parity-violating quadratic corrections to the propagation of GW. GW
have been considered at many occasions in extended symmetric teleparallel gravity theories
[20–27], but the possibility of parity violations has not been taken into account. Symmetric
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teleparallel gravity has been recently discussed in the context of dark energy at cosmological
scales [27–30] and dark matter at galactic scales [31].
We begin the paper by reviewing some basic equations of symmetric teleparallel cosmol-
ogy in Section 2, and then in the following two sections, we give a complete analysis of
all possible parity-violating terms that are quadratic in non-metricity, deriving finally the
constraints on all those terms in the light of the GW170817/GRB170817A in Section 4.2.
We then discuss our conclusions in Section 5.
2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Perturbed non-metricity
The non-metricity tensor and its contractions are defined by
Qabc ≡ ∇agbc , Qa ≡ gbcQabc , Q˜c ≡ gabQabc , (2.1)
where our convention is that Latin indices towards the start of the alphabet a, b, c, d, e, f
include both spatial and temporal components, while indices towards the middle i, j, k, l,m
denote spatial components only. The covariant derivative ∇ is with respect to a generic
connection Γ. Taking the variation of the non-metricity tensor Qabc, we find
δQabc = ∇ahbc − γcab − γbac , (2.2)
where we have defined δΓcab ≡ γcab and are perturbing according to gab → g¯ab + ǫhab,
Γabc → Γ¯abc + ǫγabc. Here and throughout, ‘barred’ quantities indicate their evaluation on
the background. It is helpful also to define the perturbed non-metricity tensor with one
index up, like so qab
c ≡ δQabc and as such we write
qabc = −hcdQ¯abd +∇ahbc − γcab − γbac = gcfδQabf ,
qa = −hbdQ¯abd + g¯bc∇ahbc − 2γbab = δQa ,
q˜c = −habQ¯abc − hcd ˜¯Qd +∇bhbc − 2γbcb = δQ˜c . (2.3)
We note that while the contraction g¯bcqabc = qa holds in the perturbed case as in (2.1), the
contraction g¯abqabc 6= q˜a in general does not.
In this work we will specialise to the symmetric teleparallel geometry [19]. Thus, the
connection Γ is considered to be devoid of both curvature and torsion. This allows us to
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choose the coincident gauge [20] wherein we can simply write partial derivatives in place of
the covariant operators above. Around a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) background,
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)δijdxidxj , (2.4)
which is our focus here, the only non-vanishing components of the non-metricity tensor in
the coincident gauge are given by
Q¯0ij = 2Hg¯ij = −Q¯0ij , Q¯0 = 6H = −Q¯0 . (2.5)
As such, the first two terms of q˜c vanish and the contraction does in fact hold, g¯
abqabc = q˜a.
Taking into account the background (2.4) as well as the relation
δΓabc = ǫ∂b∂cu
a , (2.6)
derived in Appendix A from the definition of the Lie derivative, we find (2.3) to reduce to
qabc = −2Hδ0ahbc + ∂ahbc − 2g(bd∂a∂c)ud ,
qa = −2Hg¯bcδ0ahbc + g¯bc∂ahbc − 2∂a∂dud ,
q˜c = ∂
fhfc − 2g¯af g¯(fe∂a∂c)ue . (2.7)
One can compare these perturbations with those found in [22] around Minkowski space at
the limit H → 0. In the following, we shall specialise to spatial perturbations around the
background (2.4).
2.2. Perturbed Continuity Equation
When considering a modified teleparallel gravity theory, it is crucial to take into account
the equation of motion for the connection, which can be shown to be equivalent to the
covariant conservation of the matter energy momentum [23] (and in metric teleparallelism,
to the equation of motion of the antisymmetric components). Thus, only if we can show
that the matter conservation is retained in a modified theory, can we use the metric field
equations to determine the dynamics of the theory without additional constraints from the
connection equation of motion. Therefore it is important to carefully take into account the
continuity equation when considering cosmological modifications of gravity.
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In order to study the propagation of GW, we need only perturb the spatial portions of
the metric like so
gij → g¯ij + ǫhij , (2.8)
where g¯ is the metric tensor for the FRW metric (2.4) and ǫ is an infinitesimal parameter.
In terms of the perturbation of the Levi-Civita connection
γˆabc = −1
2
had(∂bg¯cd + ∂cg¯bc − ∂dg¯bc) + 1
2
g¯ad(∂bhcd + ∂chbc − ∂dhbc) , (2.9)
we must perturb both spatial and temporal indices but remain mindful that only spatial
indices may enter the perturbed metric tensor hab. With this in mind, we may read off the
non-vanishing components of (2.9) like so
γˆ0ij =
1
2
∂thij , γˆ
k
ij =
1
2
g¯kl(∂ihlj + ∂jhil − ∂lhij) , γˆi0j = 1
2
g¯il∂thlj . (2.10)
We use these relations in order to express the perturbed continuity equations. Perturbing
the divergence ∇ˆaT ab = 0 to linear order around an FRW background we obtain
∇ˆaT ab = −δ0b ( ˙¯ρ+ 3H(ρ¯+ p¯)) + ǫ
(
δjb∂i − δ0bHδji
)
τ ij +O(ǫ2) = 0 , (2.11)
where ∇ˆ is the covariant derivative for the Levi-Civita connection and the matter content of
the Universe, evaluated on the background, is given by T¯ 00 = −ρ¯, δijT¯ ji = 3p¯, with ρ being
the energy density and p the pressure of matter. Furthermore, the perturbed stress-energy
tensor obeys τ 00 = τ
i
0 = 0, which results from the perturbing of only the spatial indices of
the metric tensor. We then find
− ( ˙¯ρ+ 3H(ρ¯+ p¯))− ǫHδji τ ij +O(ǫ2) = 0 ⇐⇒ ǫδjk∂iτ ij +O(ǫ2) = 0 . (2.12)
As such, the continuity equation is satisfied to linear order for a spatially perturbed stress-
energy tensor that is transverse and traceless, i.e.
∂iτ
i
j = 0 , δ
j
i τ
i
j = 0 . (2.13)
We will return to these relations later to show the parity-violating field equations we shall
derive below for extended symmetric teleparallel gravity theories are indeed conserved in a
minimally coupled system.
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2.3. The non-metricity equivalent of General Relativity
Having defined non-metricity and its perturbations in Section 2.1, let us briefly review
the construction of the basis of such a theory. We shall denote the gravitational coupling
constant by κ = 8πGN , GN being the Newton’s constant. An action
SQGR = − 1
2κ
∫
d4x
√−gLQGR , (2.14)
that is equivalent to General Relativity, can be specified as [20, 22]
LGQR = −1
4
QabcQ
abc +
1
2
QabcQ
bac +
1
4
QaQ
a − 1
2
QaQ˜
a . (2.15)
If the curvature scalar of the connection is denoted by R, one may show that
R = Rˆ + LGQR + ∇ˆa
(
Qa − Q˜a
)
, (2.16)
and thus (2.14) is related to the Einstein-Hilbert action by a total derivative. In the following,
we will then consider quadratic, parity-violating corrections to (2.14), and in particular
determine their impact to the propagation of GW.
3. PARITY VIOLATION IN NON-RIEMANNIAN COSMOLOGY
We seek to investigate parity-violating gravity that is quadratic in non-metricity in the
symmetric teleparallel geometry. Without coupling to a scalar field, the sole surviving terms
are given by
SPV =
1
2κ
∫
d4x
√−gεabcd
(
QabeαQcd
e +∇aQefbβ∇cQef d +∇aQ˜bγ∇cQ˜d
)
. (3.1)
We see here that the parity-violating gravity in STG contains terms that are both second-
order and fourth-order in derivatives. Further higher-derivative extensions could be attained
by promoting the constants α, β, γ to functions of covariant operators, i.e. α = α(), β =
β(), γ = γ() (see infinite derivative theories such as e.g. [32–35]) but this lies outside the
present study. In addition to the restricting to quadratic models, we shall also only focus
on models that feature (at most) second time-derivatives, in order to potentially exclude
ghosts.
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When coupling to a scalar field, there are three distinct classes of Lagrangian to investi-
gate, which are quadratic in non-metricity:
La ∼ εabcdφφQQ, LA = εabcdφQ∇Q, LB = εabcdφφ∇Q∇Q. (3.2)
La denotes a second-derivative theory, whereas the capitals A,B denote a higher order
theory. Here, ε is the Levi-Civita symbol and Q represents all possible forms of the non-
metricity tensor Qabc = ∇agbc, where we have suppressed the indices in order to give a
schematic description of the methodology.
3.1. The generic second order Lagrangian
Let us begin by concentrating on the first class of Lagrangians, which are quadratic
in non-metricity (like the others), coupled quadratically to a scalar field and second-order
in derivatives (and not only time derivatives). Within this second-derivative class of La-
grangians La, we analyse all possible permutations including contractions with both the
metric tensor gab and the Levi-Civita symbol ε
abcd. From the symmetries contained within
the Lagrangian along with the antisymmetric properties of the Levi-Civita symbol, we can
establish the following rules to aid us in the process: All terms with
1. abcd appearing twice in the scalar field φ, or
2. abcd appearing twice in the last two indices of the non-metricity tensor Qabc,
will vanish. Consequently, we then obtain 7 non-vanishing Lagrangians:
La1 = ε
abcdφeφfQabeQcdf
La2 = ε
abcdφcφ
fQabeQ
e
df
La3 = ε
abcdφcφ
fQabeQfd
e
La4 = ε
abcdφcφ
fQabeQdf
e
La5 = ε
abcdφcφ
eQabeQd
La6 = ε
abcdφcφ
eQabeQ˜d
La7 = ε
abcdφfφ
fQabeQcd
e .
We may then write the action for parity-violating terms coupled to a scalar field like so
S
(2)
PV =
1
2κ
∫
d4x
√−gαiLai , (3.3)
where the (2) indicates that, at this stage, we are considering only terms of second-order in
derivatives and αi(φ, φaφ
a) is an arbitrary function of field φ and its kinetic term.
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3.1.1. The unique and non-vanishings Lagrangians for GW
We must now determine which of the 7 Lagrangians above are unique and non-vanishing
once perturbations of the spatial indices of the metric tensor have been performed, see
Section 2.1. We can reduce the number of non-vanishing Lagrangians greatly by noting that
around an FRW metric, both Qabc and its (spatial) perturbation qabc cannot have 0 in the
last two indices, which can be easily seen from (2.7). This combined with the fact that as
φa = ∂aφ(t), the index of the scalar field must be temporal (i.e. φa = δ
0
aφ˙), we find that
only two Lagrangians remain,
La3 = ε
abcdφcφ
fQabeQfd
e, La7 = ε
abcdφfφ
fQabeQcd
e . (3.4)
Beginning with La3, we perturb according to Qaj
k → Q¯ajk + ǫqajk which follows from (2.8),
like so
La3 = ε
abcdφcφ
f
[
Q¯aebQ¯fd
e + ǫ
(
qaebQ¯fd
e + Q¯aebqfd
e
)
+ ǫ2qaebqfd
e
]
= φ20
(
ǫεijtkqiljQ¯0k
l + ǫ2εijtkqiljq0k
l
)
= φ20
(
ǫεtijk2Hqikj + ǫ
2εtijkqiljq0k
l
)
, (3.5)
where we have noted that Q¯0k
l = 2Hδlk from (2.5). We then note that the O(ǫ) term vanishes
due to the symmetry of qikj in the last two indices and the antisymmetric properties of the
Levi-Civita symbol, leaving
L3 = ǫ
2εtijkφ20qiljq0k
l . (3.6)
Repeating the process for La7 we find that both Lagrangians are essentially the same, dif-
fering only through a constant, i.e. La3 = 2La7 and, as such, we write
L(2)PV 1 ⊃ εijkφ˙2qijlq0kl . (3.7)
For the propagation of GW, we need only consider the metric fluctuations and, as such, the
relevant terms from (2.7) are simply
qijl = ∂ihjl , q0k
l = −2Hhkl + g¯jl∂thkj . (3.8)
Substitution into the surviving Lagrangian gives
L(2)PV 1 ⊃ εijkφ˙2
(
−2Hhkl + h˙kmg¯ml
)
∂ihjl . (3.9)
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Note that this corresponds to the first term in (3.1), when the parameter α is replaced by
the kinetic term of a scalar field. In general one could consider the α to be a function of the
background (through an additional scalar field or otherwise). The form of the Lagrangian
(3.9) captures the generic leading order effect of parity-violating non-metricity on spatial
perturbations of the metric, and in the following we shall employ the parameterisation
L(2)PV 1 = εijk
α(t)
a
(
−2Hhkl + h˙kmg¯ml
)
∂ihjl , (3.10)
where α is considered to be a dimensionless, time-dependent function.
3.2. Propagation of GW
From here on we will restrict to tensor fluctuations, i.e. the perturbations around FRW
that are transverse and traceless. We can therefore set ∂ih
i
j = 0 and h
i
i = 0 in order to
satisfy the continuity equation, see Section 2.2.
Now, as g¯jl is dependent only on t, we have g¯jl∂ihjl = ∂i(g¯
jlhjl) = ∂ih, and due to the
transverse-traceless restriction, the second term in (3.10) vanishes leaving only the first.
Thus, we may write
S(2) =
1
2κ
∫
dt d3x a3
(
L(2)QGR + L(2)PV
)
, (3.11)
where
L(2)PV =
H
a
α(t)εijkhk
l∂ihjl , and L(2)QGR =
1
4
(
h˙ij h˙ij − ∂khij∂khij
)
, (3.12)
for some dimensionless function of time α(t). L(2)QGR is derived from the non-metric equivalent
to the Einstein-Hilbert action we recall from Section 2.3, and is precisely equivalent to GR,
see [27] for generalisation of the result for a nonlinearised action1, LQGR → f(LQGR).
1 In such models, the propagation speed of GW is not modified, but the expansion friction term is modified
(to be later parameterised by ν). Such modification could also be constrained by the future data on
GW, as one can deduce from a recent study of models that have the same evolution of the background
expansion and of the GW [36].
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Field equations: non-metric equivalent to General Relativity
We shall now derive the field equations from the above combined action, starting with
the well-known part as a warm-up. To begin, rewrite LQGR in Fourier space like so
S
(2)
QGR =
1
2κ
1
4
∫
d3x dt a3
(
∂th
ij∂thij − a−2δkl∂lhij∂khij
)
, (3.13)
and vary w.r.t. hij ,
δS
(2)
QGR =
1
2κ
1
4
∫
d3x dt
(−2∂t(a3∂thij) + 2aδkl∂k∂lhij) δhij . (3.14)
Transforming into conformal coordinate using dη = a−1dt, where ∂tf = a
−1f ′, H = a′/a
and ′ denotes the derivative w.r.t. conformal time, gives
δS
(2)
QGR = −
1
2κ
1
2
∫
d3x dη
√−gc a−2
(
2Hh′ij + h′′ij − ∂2hij
)
δhij , (3.15)
where gc is the determinant of the metric in the conformal coordinates. We may then read
off the field equations like so
τQGRij =
1
2a2κ
(
h′′ij + 2Hh′ij − ∂2hij
)
. (3.16)
This gives the wave equation τQGRij = 0, which is clearly transverse and traceless, as the
perturbation hij is.
Field equations: parity-violating action
Following the same process as above for the action
S
(2)
PV =
1
2κ
∫
d3x dηa2Hαεijkhkl∂ihjl , (3.17)
we find the field equations to be
τPVij = −
2
a2κ
Hαεkl(i∂khlj) . (3.18)
Combining with the QGR field equations, we find
τij =
1
2a2κ
(
h′′ij + 2Hh′ij − ∂2hij
)− 1
a2κ
Hαεikl∂khlj −
1
a2κ
Hαεjkl∂khli. (3.19)
We briefly note that the partial divergence equation ∂iτ
ij = 0 is satisfied due to the transverse
nature of the metric perturbations, i.e. ∂ih
ij = 0, along with the antisymmetric properties of
the Levi-Civita symbol. The trace also vanishes meaning the perturbed divergence equation
(2.13) is satisfied and the field equations are conserved.
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Polarization basis
We have now established that the relevant equations of motion for the action (3.11) are
given by (
h′′ij + 2Hh′ij − ∂2hij
)− 4Hαεkl(i∂khlj) = 0 . (3.20)
Following the same prescription as [17], we decompose the metric perturbation into the
circular polarization basis defined by
eRij ≡
1√
2
(e+ij + ie
×
ij) , e
L
ij ≡
1√
2
(e+ij − ie×ij) , (3.21)
which allows us to decompose hij into Fourier space like so
hij(η, ~x) =
1
(2π)3/2
∑
A=R,L
∫
d3x hA~k (η)e
A
ije
i~k·~x . (3.22)
Noting the relations
iklεilke
A k
j = ikεilkn
leA kj = −kλAeAij , (3.23)
where ni is a unit vector facing the direction of propagation, A = R,L and λR = 1, λL = −1,
before substituting (3.22) into (3.20) gives
(hAk )
′′ + 2H(hAk )′ +
(
1 +
4HαλA
k
)
k2hAk = 0 . (3.24)
We see here that the parity-violating extension to General Relativity modifies only the final
term.
Analysis
In the general formulation of the propagation of GWs, tensor perturbations follow the
equation of motion [5, 37, 38]
h′′ij + (2 + ν)Hh′ij +
(
c2Tk
2 + a2µ2
)
hij = a
2Γγij , (3.25)
where ν = H−1(d lnM2
∗
/dt) is the effective Planck mass M∗ =
√
8πκ−1∗ run rate [39], cT
is the propagation speed the GW and µ is the effective mass of the graviton. Comparing
the above with (3.24), we find that only the propagation speed of the GW is modified by
the new geometry, in such a way that if the GW with right-handed polarization travels
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faster than light, then the GW with left-handed polarization travels slower (and vice versa,
depending on the sign of α). We can consider the dimensionless parameter α as quantifying
the relative magnitude of the parity-violating correction. As we will show in more detail in
Section 4.2, the current data from the event GW170817/GRB170817A does not constrain
α. In principle, future data has the potential to detect the possible signature of the parity
violation. This does not require a simultaneous light signal, but only the measurement of
right-handed and left-handed polarisations arriving at slightly different times.
4. HIGHER DERIVATIVE PARITY-VIOLATING
We proceed in a similar fashion to the previous section in order to determine the unique,
non-vanishing, parity-violating Lagrangians in the symmetric teleparallel geometry, this time
including higher derivatives. To this end, we investigate the two classes of Lagrangian given
by,
LA ∼ εabcdφQ∇Q , LB = εabcdφφ∇Q∇Q , (4.1)
which capture the essence of all higher-derivative extensions that are quadratic in non-
metricity. In principle, there are non-vanishing terms of all orders in derivatives but as
discussed in Appendix B, these higher-order terms are straightforward and somewhat trivial
generalisations of second and third-derivative gravity. We include the class of fourth-order
Lagrangians LB to verify this explicitly.
We further note that while these higher-order terms are not guaranteed to be ghost-free,
it is of interest, in the spirit of effective field theory, to take them into account in order to
determine the most generic possible effect of parity-violating terms at the leading (quadratic)
order. Also, we restrict to the case of (at most) second order time derivatives.
4.1. Generic higher derivative terms
Due to the symmetry ∇aQbcd = ∇bQacd (which follows from the generalised Ricci identity
with vanishing curvature and torsion) along with the antisymmetric properties of the Levi-
Civita symbol, we may add a third rule to aid us in identifying the surviving Lagrangians,
i.e. terms with
1. abcd appearing twice in the instances of the scalar field φ, or
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2. abcd appearing twice in the last two indices of the non-metricity tensor Q, or
3. abcd appearing in ∇ and the first index of Q,
will vanish. Following these rules gives twelve different Lagrangians for each of the above
two classes
LA1 = ε
abcdφd∇aQfbeQcef
LA2 = ε
abcdφd∇aQfbeQecf
LA3 = ε
abcdφd∇aQfbeQf ce
LA4 = ε
abcdφd∇fQfeaQbce
LA5 = ε
abcdφd∇aQ˜eQbce
LA6 = ε
abcdφd∇aQ˜bQc
LA7 = ε
abcdφd∇aQ˜bQ˜c
LA8 = ε
abcdφd∇eQ˜aQbce
LA9 = ε
abcdφd∇aQeQbce
LA10 = ε
abcdφe∇aQfbeQcdf
LA11 = ε
abcdφe∇aQebfQcdf
LA12 = ε
abcdφe∇aQ˜bQcde
LB1 = ε
abcdφgφg∇eQabe∇fQcdf
LB2 = ε
abcdφgφg∇fQabe∇eQcdf
LB3 = ε
abcdφdφ
g∇eQabf∇gQcf e
LB4 = ε
abcdφdφg∇eQabf∇eQcf g
LB5 = ε
abcdφdφg∇eQabf∇fQceg
LB6 = ε
abcdφdφg∇gQabe∇cQ˜e
LB7 = ε
abcdφdφg∇eQabg∇cQ˜e
LB8 = ε
abcdφdφ
g∇eQabe∇gQc
LB9 = ε
abcdφdφg∇eQabg∇eQc
LB10 = ε
abcdφdφg∇gQabe∇eQc
LB11 = ε
abcdφdφ
e∇aQ˜b∇cQ˜e
LB12 = ε
abcdφgφ
g∇aQ˜b∇cQ˜d .
(4.2)
Again, we observe that as φa = φ˙δ
0
a, the associated index must be temporal and that both
Qabc and its (spatial) perturbation qabc cannot have 0 in the last two indices. Moreover, as
√−g and φa are dependent only on time on the background FRW metric, we can liberally
integrate by parts any derivative with spatial indices. Finally, as Q˜a vanishes on the back-
ground and its perturbation q˜a vanishes due to the transverse nature of the perturbation,
we may omit any Lagrangian that can be expressed in terms of Q˜a, while making use of the
symmetries already established. Taking all these observations into account, we can greatly
reduce the number of unique and non-vanishing Lagrangians to the following:
LA3 = ε
abcdφd∇aQfbeQf ce
LA4 = ε
abcdφd∇fQfeaQbce
LA11 = ε
abcdφe∇aQebfQcdf . (4.3)
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For completeness, we include here the fourth-order terms that result from a straightforward
generalisation of (3.4). These are obtained by simply acting a ∇g to each non-metricity
tensor, resulting in the addition of two time derivatives to the Lagrangians:
L
(4)
A3 = ε
abcdφcφ
f∇gQabe∇gQfde, L(4)A7 = εabcdφfφf∇gQabe∇gQcde . (4.4)
These, somewhat prosaic, higher-order generalisations of the non-vanishing second-order
terms (3.4) would be suppressed by the necessary introduction of an energy scale.
Further higher-derivative terms may only be obtained in this way i.e. a fifth-order term
may be obtained through the generalisation L
(5)
A3 = ε
abcdφd∇g∇aQfbe∇gQf ce, etc., resulting
in the addition of a further two time derivatives. Indeed, any odd-order in derivatives
Lagrangian will be a generalisation of (4.3) and any even-order in derivatives Lagrangian
will be a generalisation of (3.4), see Appendix B.
In accordance with the principle of effective field theory, these higher-order terms would
be more suppressed order-by-order by an appropriate energy scale, which further motivates
us to restrict ourselves to Lagrangians containing (at most) two time derivatives2. As such,
we are left with 3 unique Lagrangians that are of third order in derivatives (4.3), while no
four-derivative (or higher) theories remain. Thus, (4.3) combined with (3.4), represents a
complete characterisation of quadratic, parity-violating gravity in the STG formulation.
4.2. Propagation of GW
Recall that we have stipulated that the perturbation of the non-metricity tensor follows
Qab
c → Q¯abc+ εqabc, where qabc ≡ δQabc. In perturbing the Lagrangians (4.3), we must take
care to perturb different forms of the non-metricity tensor correctly. To help in this regard,
we state the following
δQabc = ∂ahbc , δQ
f
ce = ∇fhce , δQfea = ∇fhea , δQabc = qabc , (4.5)
where from (2.7), we have
qabc = −2Hδ0ahbc + ∂ahbc , qabd = ∂ahbd . (4.6)
2 Note that (the symmetric teleparallel equivalent of) the Chern-Simons term is excluded from our con-
sideration due to the quadratic restriction. Quadratic curvature invariants would correspond to quartic
non-metricity invariants.
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These relations can be easily verified by standard means. Perturbing using the above iden-
tities, we find the remaining three-derivative Lagrangians to be of the form
LA3 = −ǫ2εijkφ˙∂a∂ihj l∂ahkl ,
LA4 = −ǫ2εijkφ˙∂ihj lhkl ,
LA11 = −ǫ2εijkφ˙
(
hk
l∂ih¨jl + h˙k
l∂ih˙jl
)
. (4.7)
Unpacking these Lagrangians in terms of the spatial and temporal derivatives, we find that
there are four unique terms contained within:
L(3)PV ⊃ εijk∂2hj l∂ihkl , εijkh˙j l∂ih˙kl , εijkh¨j l∂ihkl , εijkhj l∂ih¨kl . (4.8)
We may integrate the final two terms by parts to find that up to a function of t, the unique
terms entering the parity-violating action will be
L(3)PV ⊃ εijk∂2hj l∂ihkl , εijkh˙j l∂ih˙kl , εijkh˙j l∂ihkl . (4.9)
Thus, the parity violating action to be analysed for the propagation of GW for a higher-
derivative extension to General Relativity in the symmetric teleparallel geometry is given
by
S(3) =
1
2κ
∫
dt d3x a3
(
L(2)QGR +
β1(t)
a3Λ
L(3)PV 1 +
β2(t)
aΛ
L(3)PV 2 +
β3(t)
aΛ
L(3)PV 3
)
, (4.10)
where βi(t) is a dimensionless function of time, Λ is an energy scale and
L(3)PV 1 ≡ εijk∂2hj l∂ihkl , L(3)PV 2 ≡ 2Hεijkh˙j l∂ihkl , L(3)PV 3 ≡ εijkh˙j l∂ih˙kl . (4.11)
Higher-derivative corrections require the introduction of a new energy scale in contrast to
the previously studied case.
Field Equations and conservation
We find the contribution of the third order terms to the field equations to be given by
κτ
(3)
ij =
1
2a2
(h′′ij+2Hh′ij−∂2hij)−
1
2a3Λ
ε(ilk
[(
−β1∂2 + β˜1
)
∂lhkj)+β˜2g¯j)q∂
lh′kq+β3g¯j)q∂
lh′′kq
]
,
(4.12)
where for presentation purposes, we have defined the functions
β˜1 = (β
′
2H + β2H′) + 3(β ′3H + β3H′) + β3H2 and β˜2 = β ′2 + 3Hβ2 , (4.13)
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which are dependent only on conformal time η. It is straightforward to verify that ∂iτ
(3)
ij =
∂jτ
(3)
ij = 0 and that the trace vanishes, thus satisfying the conservation constraints derived
in Section 2.2.
The wave equation
Following the same procedure as in Section 3.2, we find the higher derivative parity-
violating extension to General Relativity to modify the propagation of GW like so
(
1 + k˜λAβ3
)
(hA~k )
′′+
(
2 + k˜λAβ˜2H−1
)
H(hA~k )′+
(
1 + k˜λA(β1 + β˜1k
−2)
)
k2(hA~k ) = 0 . (4.14)
We see here that all aspects of the propagation equation are modified by this higher derivative
extension. We can combine the above with the second-derivative modification (3.24) and
express in terms of the general GW propagation equation [5, 37, 38] for a massless graviton
like so
(hA~k )
′′ + (2 + νA)H(hA~k )′ + (cAT )2k2hA~k = 0 , (4.15)
where we have defined the effective Planck mass run rate or ‘friction’ term as
νA =
λAk˜ ((β
′
2 + 3Hβ2)H−1 − 2β3)
1 + β3λAk˜
, (4.16)
the GW propagation speed as3
cAT =
√√√√ 1
1 + k˜β3λA
[
1 + λA
(
4αH˜ + γ˜(2)
k˜
+ β1k˜
)]
, (4.17)
and γ(2) ≡ (β ′2H + β2H′) + 3(β ′3H + β3H′) + β3H2, where the superscript (2) indicates the
order of derivatives. The above parameters have been made dimensionless through the
introduction of an energy scale Λ, i.e. k˜ ≡ k/(aΛ), H˜ ≡ H/(aΛ) and γ˜(2) ≡ γ(2)/(aΛ)2.
To return to General Relativity, the effective Planck mass run rate νA → 0 and the GW
propagation speed cT → 1. At the latter limit, gravitational waves propagate at the speed of
light and deviation from this is tightly constrained by recent observations from LIGO [40].
3 Note: that the dimension of the energy scale Λ ensures correct dimensionality, i.e.
Dim(Λ)=Dim(k)=Dim(H), where a, α and βi are dimensionless functions of proper time.
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Propagation speed
As H2≪ k2≪ 1, we expand the propagation speed in series around H˜
(cAT )
2 =
1 + β1λAk˜
1 + β3λAk˜
+
4αλA
(1 + β3λAk˜)k˜
H˜ +O(H˜2) , (4.18)
where we have noted that γ(2) ∼ O(H˜2). We now expand in series around k˜ to obtain
cAT = 1 +
1
2
(β1 − β3)λAk˜ + 2αλA
k
H˜ − α(β1 + β3)λ2AH˜ +O2(k˜, H˜) . (4.19)
We see now that the dominant term
cAT = 1 +
1
2
(β1 − β3) λAk˜ +O(k˜2) , (4.20)
is of precisely the same form as the propagation speed found in parity-violating Riemannian
theories [17]. By noting that |λA| = 1, we may express the above as
| − cAT + 1| =
1
2
|β1 − β3|k˜ , (4.21)
in order to compare with the propagation speed observed from the coincident detections
GW170817/GRB170817A. The LIGO experiment tightly constrains the propagation speed
of GW within the bounds −7× 10−16 < −cAT + 1 < 3× 10−15, [1, 40, 41] and, as a result we
find that parity-violating gravity in the STG geometry is constrained by 4
|β1 − β3|k˜ < 6× 10−15 . (4.22)
Imposing the frequency k/a ∼ 100Hz for consistency with the LIGO constraint we find
Λ−1|β1 − β3| < 0.0912 eV−1 i.e. Λ > 10.967|β1 − β3| eV . (4.23)
Thus, parity-violating corrections suppressed by an energy scale less than 10eV are ruled
out. On the one hand, we cannot yet rule out corrections at the electroweak scale (let alone,
of course the Planck scale), which could be considered theoretically most plausible. On the
other hand, we can completely exclude the possibility that such corrections are related to
dark energy (or dark matter) in such a way that they would appear at the same far infra-red
regime.
4 Here we have taken the weaker constraint that results from assuming −cT + 1 > 0.
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Two-derivative Parity-Violating Gravity
From (4.19), we observe that the two-derivative, parity-violating term α does not feature
in the dominant term. In order to analyse this modification, we return to the two-derivative
parity-violating gravity described in Section 3.2, by setting βi = 0. This gives a vanishing
run rate νA = 0 (as in GR) and a propagation speed of
cAT =
√
1 + λA
4αH˜
k˜
= 1 +
2αλAH˜
k˜
+O(k˜, H˜2) , (4.24)
from (4.19), resulting in the bound
2|α||H˜|
k˜
< 3× 10−15 . (4.25)
By inserting the latest value for the Hubble constant H0 = 70.3
+5.3
−5.0kms
−1Mpc−1 = 1.43228 ·
10−33eV, we find an expression which constrains the dimensionless parameter α like so
|α| < 105 . (4.26)
As already deduced in the previous section, the lowest order parity-violating cannot be ruled
out at cosmological scales by the GW data. This is because the effect of the parity violation
is proportional to the current expansion rate of the universe.
5. CONCLUSION
We considered parity-violating corrections to the symmetric teleparallel equivalent of
General Relativity, and constrained their magnitude using the multi-messenger GW data.
In symmetric teleparallel geometry, there is more freedom to construct extensions of gravity
theory without using higher derivatives. While all the metric extensions can be rewritten
in the symmetric teleparallel geometry, the latter features more general possibilities that
cannot be incorporated in the purely metric geometry. In particular, there is one quadratic,
first-derivative extension described by the action5
SQGR =
M2
2
∫
d4x
√−g (LQGR + fεabcdQabeQcde) . (5.1)
5 As shown in [42], this parity-violating invariant happens to be projectively symmetric and is thus also
covariant under two definitions of a conformal transformation.
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The form of LQGR was given in (2.15) and the function f (which could be just a constant)
depends on the theory. We found that the magnitude of f , which controls the proportion of
the parity-violating corrections, is not efficiently constrained by the present GW data. If the
special signature of the above correction was detected in the future data, that would mean
that GW with left-handed polarisation reach the detectors at a slightly different time than
the GW with right-handed polarisation. This does not, in principle, require multi-messenger
astronomy.
We also studied more general quadratic parity-violating corrections, attempting to param-
eterise the most general leading-order parity-violation according to the principle of effective
field theory (which is simply that higher-than quadratic-order corrections should be more
suppressed). We found that there are three distinct terms that are relevant, and they are
third order in derivatives and thus appear at the next-to-leading order. The energy scale
associated to these terms is constrained by the present data, which imposes the lower bound
of some dozen electronvolts. This lower bound is of the same order of magnitude as what
one finds for the leading order parity-violating corrections in the metric geometry. This is
in stark contrast to the case of the lowest order modification in (5.1), which does not have
an equivalent in the purely metric gravity theory.
Appendix A: Variation of the affine connection:
Take the Lie derivative of the affine connection Γ with respect to a vector X
LXΓacb = ∂c∂bXa + ΓacdXd,b + ΓadbXd,c − ΓdcbXd,a + Γacb,dXd . (A.1)
By noting the definition of the Riemann tensor
Rabdc = ∂dΓ
a
cb − ∂cΓadb + ΓecbΓade − ΓedbΓace , (A.2)
the torsion tensor T acb = Γ
a
[cb] and following a number of straightforward manipulations,
we arrive at the identity
LXΓacb = ∇c∇bXa +RabdcXd +∇c
(
T adbX
d
)
. (A.3)
In the absence of curvature or torsion we find the Lie derivative of the affine connection to
be simply
LXΓacb = ∇c∇bXa . (A.4)
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As the change induced on a tensor field T by an infinitesimal diffeomorphism is given by the
Lie derivative along a vector field X 6 , i.e. δT = ǫLXT, we arrive at a vital result in the
calculation of the field equations for the connection, namely that the variation of the affine
connection is given by
δΓdab = ∇a∇bδξd , (A.5)
for some vector field ξd. By defining δξd ≡ ǫud, we arrive at (2.6) . Finally, we observe
that in the absence of curvature and torsion we may commute the covariant derivatives, in
particular in the above equation.
Appendix B: Higher-derivative terms
Let us consider 5-derivative, parity-violating gravity. The Lagrangian in such a theory
must take the form
εabcdφ∇∇Q∇Q , (B.1)
up to a factor of φ2, as before. In the class εabcdφd∇∇Q∇Q, we can deduce a number of
rules. Such Lagrangians will vanish if
1. abcd appears twice in the last two indices of the non-metricity tensor Q, or
2. abcd appears twice in the ∇’s or the first index of Q.
The last rule is a result of φd = δ
t
dφt which means that abc are spatial, which allows for
liberal integration by parts. This combined with the symmetry ∇aQbef = ∇bQaef and the
commutation of covariant derivatives, leaves only the terms
L
(5)
A3 = ε
abcdφd∇g∇aQfbe∇gQf ce ,
L
(5)
A4 = ε
abcdφd∇g∇fQfea∇gQbce .
These are the straightforward generalisations of LA3 and LA4 given in (4.3) and discussed
in Section 4.1 and contain more than two time derivatives. These somewhat trivial higher-
order terms are more suppressed by the appropriate energy scale and do not concern the
present study.
6 For a discussion on the diffeomorphism invariance of STG, see [43].
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For the class where εabcdφe∇∇Q∇Q, abcd can appear twice in the covariant derivatives
or first index of Q, i.e. the Lagrangian must be of the form
εabcdφe∇∇Qac−∇Qbd− . (B.2)
Due to the traceless and transverse nature of the perturbations, any Lagrangian that can
be rewritten to contain a Q˜a will vanish, leaving only
L
(5)
A11 = ε
abcdφe∇g∇aQebf∇gQcdf , (B.3)
which is the the straightforward generalisation of LA11 found in (4.3) and contains more
than two time derivatives.
Similarly, we may show that any 6th-order Lagrangians will be of the form
εabcdφφ∇∇Q∇∇Q , (B.4)
and will be the straightforward generalisation of (3.4). Indeed, any odd-order in derivatives
Lagrangian will be a generalisation of (4.3) and any even-order in derivatives Lagrangian
will be a generalisation of (3.4).
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